PROJECT MANAGEMENT

VALUE TO OUR CUSTOMERS
MindStream
Analytics
is
a
professional services firm dedicated
to helping clients enable better
decision making.
With over a
decade of experience in the analytics
and
Business
Performance
Management space, MindStream
offers
customers
business
intelligence and analytic tool
selection,
predictive
modeling
development, real-time streaming
analytics,
Profitability
Costing
models, BPM design and delivery
optimization and best practices for
financial planning.
MindStream
guides their customers to a solution
that enhances business modeling
enabling better analysis and insight
into their data. We believe that the
power of technology combined with
best practices will give customers the
ability to make fact based decisions.
MindStream Analytics
60 State Street Suite 700
Boston, MA 02109
617.973.5772
www.mindstreamanalytics.com

PROJECT MANAGEMENT APPROACH
Project management is the application of knowledge,
skills, tools, and techniques to a broad range of activities
in order to meet the requirements of a particular project.
Project management is comprised of
Project Management Process Groups –
Initiating
Planning
Executing
Monitoring
Closing
Knowledge Areas –
1. Integration
2. Scope
3. Time Management
4. Cost
5. Quality
6. Human Resources
7. Communications
8. Risk Management
9. Procurement
MISSION CRITICAL
Tracking, understanding, and resolving details across all
process groups and knowledge areas are the core tenet
behind MindStream’s project management philosophy.
The Detail Project Work Plan captures definitions,
approach, design, actions and post implementation team
activities.

Project Communications - We use
three key deliverables to facilitate
communication
between
the
Implementation team and the project
stakeholders. They are:
Deliverable Agreement Form,
Deliverable Acceptance Form
Action Item Status Report
Steering Committee:
The Steering Committee is a key
stakeholder in the process. Their
approval of the process is critical for
project success.
We use an
Assessment Checklist and frequent
update meetings to communicate
status and critical issues.
Consensus building - design:
A successful implementation project
goes beyond stakeholder agreement
of the conceptual view. The “spirit”
and power of the application must be
conveyed to them as well. It is up to
the project management team to
clearly identify all areas of friction
across all stake holders and
document the sensitivity points
across the expected process.
ATTENTION TO DETAIL
The Project Manager is responsible
for management of Unit and
integration testing, and tracking of
the progress of data integration.
Delays in the design process could
critically impact the integration
approach. In addition, the project
manager will identify and get
steering committee approval for all
reconciliation
“tools”
to
be
developed by the implementation
team. These tools will be used to
replicate the reconciliation process

across the organization. Templates are created based on
the source application. Before the reconciliation can
begin the data mapping must be approved.
As functionality of the application metadata structures
are finalized, data source(s) are identified; existing file,
automated feed, or manual input (web forms). All files
are cataloged along with the person that is responsible
for the tables from each business unit.
Validation of Documentation:
Run Books deliver an integrated internal control
execution dashboard for optimal monitoring results. Run
Books enable control monitoring evidence to better
facilitate managing the project. Run books supply a
detailed controlled handbook of the project’s internal
control processes by assigning individual responsibility
to each document. Each internal control check scenario
is executed for a particular corporate entity within an
assigned business process. This is the gate keeper for all
other documents.
Creation of process and control documentation:
A Control document will include each communication
document, the document owner, the frequency of
distribution and the distribution list. This document will
act as process control for document communication.
Planning of Go-Live development:
A Go-Live check list is created to identify all necessary
components, persons and areas of responsibility in
preparation for the cut over to the solution.
Post Go-live review:
After the application has moved into production it is
important that lesson learned are documented and the
Post-Delivery Evaluation form completed. Any items
to be corrected are identified and recommendations for
possible changes based on the monitoring of the close
are documented. Depending on the results of this work
final project sign-off is completed
For more information on how MindStream Analytics can
help you with your needs, contact us at
info@mindstreamanalytics.com

